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CRITICISM 

CREATE, make, manufacture, construct, postulate. bring Into 
beingness. (FOT, p. 20) 

CREATE-COUNTER-CREATE, to create something against a 
'meat-leo, to Create one thing and then create something else 
against it. (FOT, pp. 20-21) 

CREATE-CREATE-CREATE, create again continuously one 
moment after the next=SURVIVAL. (FOT, p. 20) 

CREATIVE IMAGINATION, imaghlation, whereby in the field of 
aesthetics the urges and impulses of the various dynamics are 
interwoven into new scenes and ideas. (SOS, Bk. 2, p. 101) 

CREATIVE PROCESSING, 1. the exercise by which the pc is 
actually putting up the physical universe. (SH Spec 52, 6502C23) 
2. creative processing consists of having the preclear make, with 
his own creative energies, a mock-up. (COHA Gloss) 

CRIMINAL, 1. one who is unable to think of the other fellow, 
unable to determine his own actions, unable to follow orders, 
unable to make things grow, unable to determine the difference 
between good and evil, unable to think at all on the future. 
Anybody has some of these; the airmail has ALL of them. 
(NSOL, p.78) 2. one who thinks help cannot be on any dynamic 
or uses help on anyone to injure and destroy. (HCOB 28 May 60) 
3. criminals are people who are frantically attempting to create 
an effect long after they know they cannot. They cannot then 
create decent effects, only violent effects. Neither can they 
work. (FOT, pp. 31-32) 

CRISS-CROSS, see 3DXX. 

CRITICAL THOUGHT, 1..a symptom of an overt act having been 
committed. (SH Spec 37, 6409C01) 2. a critical pc=a withhold 
from the auditor. (HCOB 23 Aug 71) 

CRITICISM, 1. most criticism is justification of having done an 
overt. There are rightnesses and wrongnesses in conduct and 
society and life at large, but random, carping 1.1 criticism when 
not borne out in fact is only an effort to reduce the size of the 
target of the overt. (HCOB 21 Jan 60, Justification) 2. a 
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